
1. Khmu (Austroasiatic) is a small langauge, spoken in China, Laos, and Vietnam. What does the infix in the 
following examples do? 

 

 

 

 

2. Bahasa Indonesia (Austronesian) is the national langauge of Indonesia and the L2 of more than 140 million 
speakers. 

 

 

 

 

 

a. What are the missing forms? 

b. What is the morpheme? 

c. What is does the morpheme do (mean)? 

d. Look at the words: ketidakjujuran (“dishonesty”); ketidaksenangan (“unhappiness”); ���ketidakadilan 
(“injustice”)���; ketidakpuasan (“dissatisfaction”)���. What do you think the Bahasa Indonesia words would be for 
“happy,” “just/fair” and “satisfied”? 

3. English (Indo-European) has a complex set of allomorphs to express Plural. Identify the Plural allomoprhs 
for the word list: criteria, dogs, oxen, deer, judges, stimuli, data 

4. Here are some examples from Swahili (Niger–Congo) 

 

 

4. Tagalog (Austronesian) is the national language of the Philippines. It has about 100 million L2 speakers.  

 

 

 
Using the paradigm above, complete the table. 

 

 

 

 

Using both paradigms, predict the translations for the following. 

 

Prefixes and suffixes

Looking more closely at the preceding group of words, we can see that some affixes

have to be added to the beginning of the word (e.g. un-, mis-). These are called

prefixes. Other affixes have to be added to the end of the word (e.g. -less, -ish) and

are called suffixes. All English words formed by this derivational process have either

prefixes or suffixes, or both. Thus,mislead has a prefix, disrespectful has both a prefix

and a suffix, and foolishness has two suffixes.

Infixes

There is a third type of affix, not normally used in English, but found in some other

languages. This is called an infix and, as the term suggests, it is an affix that is

incorporated inside another word. It is possible to see the general principle at work

in certain expressions, occasionally used in fortuitous or aggravating circumstances by

emotionally aroused English speakers: Hallebloodylujah!, Absogoddamlutely! and

Unfuckinbelievable!. In the film Wish You Were Here, the main character expresses

her aggravation (at another character who keeps trying to contact her) by screaming

Tell him I’ve gone to Singabloodypore!. The expletive may even have an infixed

element, as in godtripledammit!.

Kamhmu

We could view these “inserted” forms as a special version of infixing in English.

However, a much better set of examples can be provided from Kamhmu, a language

spoken in South East Asia.

Verb Noun

(“to drill”) see srnee (“a drill”)

(“to chisel”) toh trnoh (“a chisel”)

(“to eat with a spoon”) hiip hrniip (“a spoon”)

(“to tie”) hoom hrnoom (“a thing with which to tie”)

From these examples, we can see that there is a regular patternwhereby the infix -rn-

is added to verbs to form corresponding nouns. If this pattern is generally found in the

language and we know that the form krnap is the Kamhmu noun for “tongs,” then we
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C Using a dictionary with etymological information, identify which of the

following words are borrowings and from which languages they were

borrowed. Are any of them eponyms?

assassin, clone, cockroach, denim, diesel, horde, kayak, kiosk, nickname, penguin,

robot, shampoo, sherry, slogan, snoop, taboo, tea, tomato, umbrella, voodoo

D There are a lot of new words in English from IT (an acronym for “information

technology”) and the widespread use of the internet (a blend from

“international” and “network”). Using a dictionary if necessary, try to describe

the word-formation processes involved in the creation of the underlined words

in these sentences.

(1) There are some teenage netizens who rarely leave their rooms.

(2) How much RAM do you have?

(3) I can’t get some of the students to keyboard more carefully.

(4) Your friend Jason is such a techie!

(5) Doesn’t every new computer have a webcam now?

(6) You should bookmark that site.

(7) We’re paying too much attention to bloggers.

(8) Subscribers have unlimited downloads.

(9) You should check the faq because the information is usually helpful.

(10) Hey, just heard about the accident, ruok?

E Another type of affix is called a circumfix. Here are some examples from

Indonesian.

(“big”) besar kebesaran (“bigness”)

(“beautiful”) indah keindahan (“beauty”)

(“healthy”) ………... kesehatan (“health”)

(“free”) ………… kebebasan (“freedom”)

(“kind”) baik ……………….. (“kindness”)

(“honest”) jujur ……………….. (“honesty”)

1 Can you provide the missing forms in these examples?

2 What is the circumfix illustrated here?

3 For what type of word-formation process is the circumfix being used here?

4 Given the words tersedia (“available”), sulit (“difficult”), sesuai (“suitable”)

and seimbang (“balanced”), how would you translate “availability,”

“difficulty,” “suitability” and “balance”?

5 Consider the following examples:

ketidakjujuran (“dishonesty”)
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4 conclude – conclusion

5 cliff – cliffs

6 tooth – teeth

C What are enclitics and proclitics? Does English have both? What are some

typical English examples? Why aren’t they just called affixes?

D Using what you learned about Swahili and information provided in the set

of examples below, create appropriate forms as translations of the English

expressions (1–6) that follow.

nitakupenda (“I will love you”) alipita (“She passed by”)

watanilipa (“They will pay me”) uliwapika (“You cooked them”)

tutaondoka (“We will leave”) walimpiga (“They beat him”)

1 (“She loved you”) 4 (“We paid him”)

2 (“I will cook them”) 5 (“She will beat me”)

3 (“You will pass by”) 6 (“They left”)

E These examples are from Samoan, as reported in Yu (2007: 24), and based on

Mosel and Hovdhaugen (1992). (The consonant represented by ʔ is a glottal

stop, as described in Chapter 3.)

Singular Plural

(“love”) alófa alolófa

(“clever”) atamái atamamái

(“work”) galúe galulúe

(“brave”) tóa totóa

(i) What is the morphological process involved here and where exactly does

it take place in the word form?

(ii) What would be the plural of avága (“elope”), má (“ashamed”), maʔalı́li

(“cold”) and toʔúlu (“fall”)?

F Using what you learned about Tagalog, plus information from the set of

examples here, create appropriate forms of these verbs for (1–10) below.

basag (“break”), bili (“buy”), hanap (“look for”), kain (“eat”)

(“Write!”) sumulat (“Call!”) tumawag

(“was written”) sinulat (“was called”) tinawag

(“is writing”) sumusulat (“is calling”) tumatawag

(“is being written”) sinusulat (“is being called”) tinatawag

1 (“Buy!”) 6 (“is eating”)

2 (“was bought”) 7 (“is breaking”)
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Morphology

In many languages, what appear to be single forms actually turn out to contain a

large number of “word-like” elements. For example, in Swahili (spoken throughout

East Africa), the form nitakupenda conveys what, in English, would have to be

represented as something like I will love you. Now, is the Swahili form a single

word? If it is a “word,” then it seems to consist of a number of elements which, in

English, turn up as separate “words.” A rough correspondence can be presented in the

following way:

ni- ta- ku- penda

“I will you love”

It would seem that this Swahili “word” is rather different from what we think of as an

English “word.” Yet, there clearly is some similarity between the languages, in that

similar elements of the whole message can be found in both. Perhaps a better way of

looking at linguistic forms in different languages would be to use this notion of

“elements” in the message, rather than depend on identifying only “words.”

The type of exercise we have just performed is an example of investigating basic forms

in language, generally known as morphology. This term, which literally means “the

study of forms,” was originally used in biology, but, since the middle of the nineteenth

century, has also been used to describe the type of investigation that analyzes all those

basic “elements” used in a language.Whatwe have been describing as “elements” in the

form of a linguistic message are technically known as “morphemes.”

Morphemes

Wedo not actually have to go to other languages such as Swahili to discover that “word

forms” may consist of a number of elements. We can recognize that English word

forms such as talks, talker, talked and talking must consist of one element talk, and a

number of other elements such as -s, -er, -ed and -ing. All these elements are described

as morphemes. The definition of a morpheme is “a minimal unit of meaning or

grammatical function.” Units of grammatical function include forms used to indicate

past tense or plural, for example.

In the sentence The police reopened the investigation, the word reopened consists of

three morphemes. One minimal unit of meaning is open, another minimal unit of

meaning is re- (meaning “again”) and a minimal unit of grammatical function is -ed

(indicating past tense). The word tourists also contains three morphemes. There is one
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expressions (1–6) that follow.
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3 (“You will pass by”) 6 (“They left”)

E These examples are from Samoan, as reported in Yu (2007: 24), and based on

Mosel and Hovdhaugen (1992). (The consonant represented by ʔ is a glottal

stop, as described in Chapter 3.)

Singular Plural

(“love”) alófa alolófa

(“clever”) atamái atamamái

(“work”) galúe galulúe

(“brave”) tóa totóa

(i) What is the morphological process involved here and where exactly does

it take place in the word form?

(ii) What would be the plural of avága (“elope”), má (“ashamed”), maʔalı́li

(“cold”) and toʔúlu (“fall”)?

F Using what you learned about Tagalog, plus information from the set of

examples here, create appropriate forms of these verbs for (1–10) below.

basag (“break”), bili (“buy”), hanap (“look for”), kain (“eat”)

(“Write!”) sumulat (“Call!”) tumawag

(“was written”) sinulat (“was called”) tinawag

(“is writing”) sumusulat (“is calling”) tumatawag

(“is being written”) sinusulat (“is being called”) tinatawag

1 (“Buy!”) 6 (“is eating”)

2 (“was bought”) 7 (“is breaking”)
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3 (“was broken”) 8 (“is being broken”)

4 (“was looked for”) 9 (“is being looked for”)

5 (“is looking for”) 10 (“is being eaten”)

Discussion topics/projects
I In English, plural forms such as mice appear to be treated in a different way from

plurals such as rats. If you tell people that a place is infested withmice or rats, they

will accept the compounds mice-infested and rat-infested, but not *rats-infested.

This would suggest that the forms which have the regular plural affix (-s) follow a

different rule in compounding than irregular plural forms such asmice. Can you

think of a way to state a rule (or sequence of rules) that would accommodate all the

examples given here? (The asterisk * designates an unacceptable form.)

teethmarks the feet-cruncher lice-infested a people-mover

clawmarks the finger-cruncher roach-infested a dog-mover

*clawsmarks *the fingers-cruncher *roaches-infested *a dogs-mover

(For background reading, see chapter 6 of Pinker, 1999.)

II In Turkish, there is some variation in the plural inflection.

Singular Plural

(“man”) adam adamlar (“men”)

(“gun”) ________ toplar (“guns”)

(“lesson”) ders ________ (“lessons”)

(“place”) yer yerler (“places”)

(“road”) _______ yollar (“roads”)

(“lock”) _______ kilitler (“locks”)

(“arrow”) ok ________ (“arrows”)

(“hand”) el ________ (“hands”)

(“arm”) kol ________ (“arms”)

(“bell”) ________ ziller (“bells”)

(“friend”) ________ dostlar (“friends”)

(“apple”) elma ________ (“apples”)

(i) Can you provide the missing forms?

(ii) What are the two plural morphs exemplified here?

(iii) Treat the written forms of a and o as representing back vowels and e and i

as representing front vowels. Using this information, can you state the

conditions under which each of the plural morphs is used?
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you should be able to take this plural form taltálon (“fields”) and work out what the

singular (“field”) would be. If you follow the observed pattern, you should get tálon.

Tagalog

Here are some other intriguing examples fromTagalog, another language spoken in the

Philippines.

basa (“read”) tawag (“call”) sulat (“write”)

bumasa (“Read!”) tumawag (“Call!”) sumulat (“Write!”)

babasa (“will read”) tatawag (“will call”) susulat (“will write”)

If we assume that the first form in each column can be treated as a stem, then it appears

that, in the second item in each column, an element -um- has been inserted after the

first consonant, or more precisely, after the syllable onset. It is an example of an infix

(described in Chapter 5). In the third example in each column, note that the change in

form involves, in each case, a repetition of the first syllable. So, the marking of future

reference in Tagalog appears to be accomplished via reduplication. Using this infor-

mation, you should be able to complete these examples:

lakad (“walk”) _________ (“Walk!”) _________ (“will walk”)

lapit (“come here”) _________ (“Come here!”) _________ (“will come here”)

In the second column, with an infix, you’ll have lumakad and lumapit, while in the

third column, with reduplication, you’ll have lalakad and lalapit.

As we have been exploring all these different morphological processes, we have

moved from the basic structure of words to a consideration of some topics traditionally

associatedwith grammar.Wewill focusmore fully on issues relating to grammar in the

next chapter.
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